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ABSTRACT
The oaks are one of the most important species for our Dendroflora. This study of hardness complements the knowledge of the properties of their wood. Wood is a nonhomogeneous material and its properties differ in different parts of the stem. Hardness is a
property that is directly related to the construction of the wood. That is why knowledge of this
property will be an important step towards more rational use of oak wood.
The work presents data on the hardness of the wood of pedunculate oak (summer) and
sessile oak (winter oak). The influence of the habitat and the radius of the stem is examined.
In order to compare the individual samples, the qualitative hardness coefficient was determined.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Representatives of the genus Quercus
are widely distributed in our country – 35%
of Bulgaria's forested area is oak, but predominantly drought (EAG, 2010). The oak
(high stem) oak forests are distributed mainly in Eastern Bulgaria - Strandja, Eastern
Stara Planina and Ludogorie, occupying
only 20% of the total oak forest area
(1300473 ha). There are also crops. The
distribution of oak forests in our country is
observed in the lower mountain belt and in
the parks. Different habitats include clean
and mixed plantations of oak forests.
Two species of oak – sessile oak (winter oak) and pedunculate oak from different
habitats are selected for study.
The area of the summer oak covers almost all of Europe, Asia Minor, North Africa and the Caucasus, with an altitude of up
to 1000 m. In Bulgaria is met in almost the
whole country. The natural range of the sessile oak is more limited than the summer
oak. It is found in Europe without its most
northern, southern and eastern parts up to
1800 m above sea level. In Bulgaria it is
mainly found on the heights, foothills and

mountain slopes of almost all our mountains
up to 1600 m above sea level.
On the radius, the wood in the stem has
a different structure. In adult trees it is divided into juvenile, central (mature) and
peripheral. The oaks are heartwoodtrees.
Most often the heartwoodhas a higher hardness than the sapwood, and juvenile wood –
a lower hardness than that of the central and
the peripheral. However, previous studies
have found the highest values of hardness in
juvenile woods (Mladenova, D, 2016). Furthermore, it is also interesting to change the
hardness in the construction of the wood of
the two oak species depending on the habitat.
The aim of the work is to trace the
change in the hardness of the wood of the
sessile oak (winter oak, Quercus petraea
Liebl) and pedunculate oak, European oak
or English oak (Quercus robur L) in the
stem structure (in juvenile, central and peripheral wood) and in different habitats.
2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
In order to determine the hardness to
the longitudinal of the fibers, test bodies in
the form of washers obtained at 1.3 m from
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the basee of the treees. All the washers w
were
ground on the sidees on which
h hardness w
was
then ddetermined. Larger washers
w
w
were
forced tto fit into thhe test mach
hine.
Thee oak woodd is available for reseaarch
from nnine differeent habitatss in Bulgaaria.
Only haardness in the longitudinal directtion
is deterrmined. Thhe analysiss is based on
compariing data obbtained at a different looca-

tion
n along the radius of th
the stem. Th
herefore,
standard test bodies are not manuffactured,
and
d tests are done directtly on the washers.
w
In each zonee the hardnness is dettermined
sev
veral times (Fig. 1). T
The samplee values
weere determin
ned by habittat, tree speecies and
typ
pe of wood.

Figu
ure 1: Distrib
bution of area
as by type of wood
w

Thee test was based on a standardiized
methodoology used in previou
us studies oon a
universaal test machhine [5].
3. RESULTS
S AND DIS
SCUSSION
N
3.11. Hardwoood of sessilee oak and p
pedunculaate oak
Thee wood for sessile oak has been sttudied by sseven habitaats. The aveerage hardnness

of the wood is 89.7 N.m
mm-2 (Fig. 2). It is
sig
gnificantly higher
h
than the literatu
ure value
-2
of 66.0 N.mm (Wageenffur, 197
75). The
ressulting hard
dness is aveeraged by the
t three
areeas – juveniile, central aand peripheeral. Accurracy values are high ffor any of the
t samplees ranging frrom 2.7 to 88.6%.
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F
Figure
2: Disttribution of h
hardness depending on thee wood speciees

Thee wood off the pedun
nculate oakk is
studied by three habitats.
h
Thee resulting average haardness of the
t wood iss 79.8 N.mm
m-2.
It is close but higheer than the literature
l
vaalue
-2
of 71.0 N.mm (E
Enchev, E., 1972, Enchhev,
E. 19755). In his stuudies prof. Enchev exaamines thee change of
o stiffness in two zonnes,
respectiively at 3 annd 9 cm fro
om the periiphery. Thhe values inn the literaature are 666.6
N.mm-22 for the saapwood and
d 79.3 N.mm
m-2
for the hhearthwoodd.

3.2. Distrribution of hardness dependd
ing
g the radiuss of the stem
m
Both are similar in hardness, with
w valuess decreasing graduallyy in identiccal way.
Un
nlike most species, juuvenile wo
ood has
hig
gher values than the ccentral. Thiss can be
exp
plained to some extent by the wid
der annual rings
r
of juv
venile woodd, which ex
xceed the
size of the cen
ntral ones bby about tw
wice. It is
kno
own that in
n the case of ringporo
ouswood
witth an increaase in the annnual ring, the density
y of the woo
od also incrreases.

Fiigure 3: Distrribution of haardness depending the rad
dius of the steem

Thee values obbtained for the
t hardnesss of
central wood for both
b
wood species aree almost unniformly disstributed alm
most across the
range oof habitats. Wood of sessile oakk is
hardest – 95.7 N.m
mm-2, compared to the pe-

dun
nculate oak
k – 89.3 N
N.mm-2. Peeripheral
wo
ood hardness values forr both wood
d species
difffer significaantly from tthe other tw
wo areas.
Heere harder wood is aalso sessilee oak –
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69.7 N.m
mm-2, whille the pedu
unculate oakk is
-2
54.0 N.m
mm .
In order to coompare the two types ccorrectly, the qualitaative coeffficient is aalso
formed (This is the
t
relation
nship betw
ween
density and hardnness of wo
ood). Here the
differennces becomee even bigg
ger. In juvennile
wood, aat a coefficient of 0..15 for sesssile
wood, the peduncculate oak is only 0 .12.
Similar trends remaain with oth
her areas.
3.33. Distribution of hard
dness by haabitat

facctor wood speciesis
s
neeglected, the values
forr both species being avveraged. Thee habitat
is divided
d
into
o groups deppending on the altitud
de. From th
he studies oon the hard
dness of
wo
ood in the habitats, it iss concluded
d that the
harrdest wood is formed iin the habittat Kresna – 120 N.m
mm-2. The loowest valuees of the
hese types of wood is
i in the
harrdness of th
-2
hab
bitat Blagoeevgrad – 800 N.mm . The
T reason
n for this may
m be both the altitudee and the
clim
matic cond
ditions in thhe respectiv
ve areas
(Fiig. 4).

In order to innvestigate the impactt of
habitat on the harrdness of the
t wood, the

Fiig. 4. Distribu
ution of hard
dness by habittat

d hardness vvalForr other habbitats, wood
ues varyy, with no relationship
p between aaltitude annd hardnesss of the wo
ood. The ddata
shows that altitudde affects differently
d
the
hardnesss of the wood.
Thee high valuues obtained
d for the preecision inddicator for all
a the studieed habitats can
be explaained not only
o
by a sm
mall numberr of
experim
ments but allso by a wide variety tthat
brings eeach tree species
s
into
o the hardnness
values.
4. C
CONCLUS
SIONS
Aftter the anaalysis of th
he results obtained ffor the inddividual haabitats and the
individuual tree speecies, the following
fo
m
more
importaant conclusioons can be made:
m

Dependin
ng on the tree speciies. The
wo
ood of the oak
o studiedd is similar in hardnesss, with a harder
h
sesssile oak aveerage of
abo
out 10%;
Distributiion of thee hardness of the
stem. The vallues obtaine
ned for the juvenile
and
d central woods
w
are very close, as the
sap
pwood yield
ds consideraably;
Change of
o hardnesss in location
n. Hardnesss in indiv
vidual habittats varies greatly.
The altitude factor
f
itselff, isolated from
f
the
oth
her elementss of the habbitat conditiions, has
no established
d dependencce on the in
nfluence
on hardness.
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